Frequency Allocation for
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in Japan
Roadside Broadcasting
(Highway radio)

Vehicle Information and Communication System
(VICS)

This system broadcasts
traffic information such as
restriction and congestion
via AM broadcasting. Drivers
can hear the information
with car radio.

This system broadcasts traffic information
such as restriction and congestion via FM
multiplex broadcasting, radio wave
beacon and optical beacon.
Drivers can see the information displayed
on navigation equipment with icons, texts,
and graphics.

79 GHz Band High-Resolution Radar

This radar system has higher resolution than
conventional one, which makes it possible to
detect smaller targets, such as pedestrians
and bicycles.
24 / 26 GHz band UWB radar,
79 GHz band high-resolution radar
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700 MHz Band ITS System
(ITS Connect)

This system provides various V2X services by
utilizing surrounding vehicles’ positions, speeds,
etc. collected from V2V or V2I communications.

Electric Toll Collection System
(ETC)

Through automatic wireless communication
between on-board unit and toll gate’s
antenna, this system allows drivers to pay
highway tolls without stopping at toll gate.

60 / 76 GHz Band Long-Distance
Radar

This radar system is used for
collision avoidance or keeping
inter-vehicle distance.

24 / 26 GHz Band UWB Radar

This radar system is used for blindspot monitoring
Avoiding vehicles collision
by V2V communications
ETC 2.0 / ITS Spot
(ETC + Driving Support System)

Prevents head-on collisions
Head-on collision prevention on
roads with poor visibility, such as
those in residential areas.

Prevents right-turn collision
Prevents right-turn collisions with
cars coming straight from behind
oncoming cars waiting to turn right.

* In Japan, cars drive on the left side of the road.

This system provides traffic information
collected from vehicle’s probe data by
V2I communication at ITS spots. This
system also broadcasts disaster
information provided from the
government.

R&D and Examination toward
Connected Vehicle Society
Technical study of 5.9 GHz band for V2X communication system
In order to cope with the rapid increase in traffic in the future, we have been
conducting technical study for the introduction of the V2X system in the 5.9 GHz band
since FY2021.
Wi-Fi
(5.8GHz, 6.0GHz)

Satellite Communications Services
(5.9GHz-)

V2X (5.9GHz)
DSRC, C-V2X
ETC / ETC2.0
(5.8GHz)

Broadcast Services
(5.9GHz)

Technical study of communication requirements for automatic driving
In order to define the technical requirements of V2X communication, we conducted a
technical survey and developed 25 use cases in FY2020. For each use case, we have
carried out simulations to define requirements for DSRC in the 700 MHz band and for
V2X communication in the 5.9 GHz band since FY2021.
Example of Use Case
Example of a roadmap
Considering the result of this
Joining the main lane
on the highway
technical study and the future
usage rate of automated vehicle,
Turning right
we are making a draft roadmap
of communication requirements .
・
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R&D of small-scale NW and mid-scale NW information processing
In order to realize the advanced automated
driving, we have been carrying out a R&D
project about delivering traffic information since
FY2020. In this project, we have tried to develop
a method of collecting the dynamic information
about traffic environment from small area such
as a intersection, compiling these generated
data from several sources, analyzing and
optimizing it depending on the situation, and
delivering it to automated vehicles.

Edge
Server

Mid-scale NW
Optimization of distribution
method over multiple Smallscale NWs with high consistency

Small-scale NW
Optimization of collection and
integration methods of sensor data for
dynamic road information with
different wireless systems (DSRC,
LTE-V2X, 5G, WiGig)
Mid-scale wireless system
5G / 4G

Edge
Server

Edge
Server

Small-scale wireless system
DSRC, LTE-V2X, 5G, WiGig
roadside Radar

roadside Camera

on-vehicle
Radar
V2P Device

The original V2X Technology from Japan: ITS Connect
the First V2X Communication System
Commercialized in the World!
V2I Communications
1. Early warning for safety
This system alerts
driver through I2V
communication to
prevent collision with
oncoming cars or pedestrians even if they
are hidden by other car.

2. Provide traffic signal information

This system offers traffic signal-information,
which enables driver to start smoothly or
prevents running through a red light.
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V2V Communications
3. Corporative adaptive cruise control
This system offers
Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) utilizing
the information sent
from the car in front, which enables
smoother ACC than radar-only one.

4. Notify the approaching ambulance
When an ambulance
approaches, this
system informs driver
the ambulance’s
position, direction, and distance. With this
information, drivers can give way to the
ambulance beforehand, which makes
ambulance reach the destination earlier.

Stop!
Red light!

4
Stop! Car and
Pedestrian are there!
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ITS Connect in Asia-Pacific region
Providing ambulance-approaching-information to drivers
(FOT in India in FY2021, FY2022)
OBJECTIVE
Solve the problem that ambulances
cannot arrive on time due to traffic jam.

ABSTRACT
When an ambulance approaches the RSU
(Road Side Unit), RSU displays
ambulance-approaching-information for
drivers.
Therefore, drivers can give way to the
ambulance beforehand, which makes
ambulance reach the destination earlier.

Overview of V2X System for EV & VMS

Trial in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, INDIA

Driving safety support with RFID tag
(FOT in Philippine in FY2021)
OBJECTIVE

RFID reader to Infra to Vehicle (M2I2V)

Reduce a head-on collision, especially between
motorcycles and cars at the intersection by
supporting the recognition of non line of sight
(NLOS).
Sensor to Infra to Vehicle (S2I2V)

ABSTRACT
Using Passive RFID or Sensor
RSU collects motorcycles’ positions and speeds
from RFID or with sensor, and sends it to
vehicles via I2V, or display it on RSU Monitor.
Using Active RFID
The vehicle near a motorcycle collects their
positions and speeds, and sends the
information to other vehicles via V2V.

RFID (active) to Infra to Vehicle (M2I2V)

